


Class Teacher’s 
Note

“Imagination is the beginning of creation. You imagine what you desire, you 
will what you imagine, and at last, you create what you will!”

George Bernard Shaw
 

Imagination does not have any boundaries. In today’s world science and  arts 
go hand in hand to create extraordinary ideas. The creative minds with their 
scientific temper and technological knowledge reign over the world. Art in the 
digital era has a new character. Technological advancements enhance             
creativity and give new insights into art. As the class teacher of the CS Alpha 
(2020-2024) batch, it is a matter of pride to pen down the message for the class 
magazine. The class magazine is a platform for the students to express their 
creative pursuit which develops in them originality of thought and perception. 
Creative art and logical science come together in this wonderful work of    
imagination. The contents of the magazine reflect the creativity and genius of 
the students of CS Alpha(2020-2024). I am confident enough that the students 
of the class will make themselves stronger day by day adding a new leaf to the 
grandeur of Rajagiri School of Engineering & Technology. 

I wish all the success to the students and I wholeheartedly appreciate the    
teamwork.

Ms. Josiya P Shaju

Class Teacher
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Class Teacher’s 
Note

“Scientists study the world as it is, 
Engineers create the world that never has been.” 

- Theodore von Karman 

Young minds are the creative forces of universe that can create miracles. As a 
young engineer, you are co-creators of this world. We are in a world full of 
problems, full of breakdowns, full of inconsistencies and contradictions 
–things that need to be better than they are. You are being called upon to imag-
ine the world that your heart wants to live in, to contribute to something you 
believe in. At this era of development and growth, everything depends upon 
the strong determination of young engineers and their skills. Use your skills to 
find a way to help change an idea into a reality. Never stop learning, ignite the 
curiosity within you and keep on growing. Do that thing you’re scared to do. 
Use your knowledge, your passion, your innovation and dig deep to make a dif-
ference, however you can, whenever you can. Be proud, be diligent, be compas-
sionate, be ethical and make this world a better place! All the best my dears, we 
are so glad that you’re here!

Dr.Sminu Izudheen

Class Teacher
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From the Editors’ Desk
Salut Readers,

Due to the recent outbreak of COVID, it has been a completely antithetical experience 
for everyone, especially for students like us. As newcomers to the college, we really 
miss out on that glorious life inside the campus. Meeting new friends and teachers, 
having fun and hanging out with our classmates, sitting together and being part of an 
interactive classroom, all those screams during class hours and the blaring “pin drop 
silence” coming from a far corner, chilling out in the canteen with tempting snacks, a 
scintillating yet topflight hostel life and the list of everything we can only long for goes 
on. The entire adventure of college life is now confined to a laptop, with the new norm 
being attending classes all alone in front of a screen, socializing with new friends 
through social media and so on. 

In the midst of this online class life, it was a small but inciting thought, shared by our 
beloved Class Teacher, Josiya Ma’am, of creating a class magazine to exhibit the talents 
and skills hidden within ourselves and to bring them out into the limelight. On hearing 
of her decision to pursue her higher studies, we hoped to make this magazine as a    
keepsake from the memorable experience that our class shared with her. 

We would like to place on record our sincere gratitude to our Principal Dr. Sreejith P.S, 
our H.O.D Dr.Dhanya P.M, our Coordinator Dr.Sonia Paul and our Class Teacher 
Dr.Sminu Izudheen for their relentless support, valuable guidance and motivation     
extended to propel our dream project into reality. This magazine would not have been 
completed if it were not for the hard work and enthusiasm of our fellow classmates of 
CS ALPHA. It was indeed a resplendent opportunity for us to work together, get to 
know each other and hangout during the work of this magazine. As part of the editorial 
board, we would like to express our wholehearted gratitude to each and everyone who 
put the effort that went into this magazine. 

And thus, as the result of our endeavour, we present to you the very first edition of 
“UBUNTOO” - an e-magazine created by the students of CS ALPHA of the 2020-2024 
batch. We hope you will enjoy your journey through our magazine. Stay safe and stay 
tuned for more exhilarating content in the coming days from the UBUNTOO Team.

The Editorial Board
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Walking down the 
Memory Lane!

The weather was bleak and I heard the door shriek.
I could hear a voice mumble.

Is it my imagination or hallucination?
Shivers ran down my spine and my tummy started to rumble.

As I was all alone in the cold, dark night,
Feeling lonely and scared in the dim light,

I could see a man dressed in white,
he was looking at me from a distant sight.

Slowly he started to approach me,
I stood there startled,

as he came closer and touched me,
my heart just missed a beat,

but he came closer to me and gave me a hug,
with a little courage, I asked him who he was,

and instead of an answer he just shrugged.

-Wri�en by:Ajoe Joseph
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He slowly turned and walked away,
into the midst of the thick fog, he made his way.

Suddenly I realized it was time to rouse,
for the long-awaited day had already dawned.

It was Christmas! A time to celebrate
But one thing struck my mind,

What was that dream?
Suddenly I remembered, it was my grandfather’s birthday.

Even though he was no more, he left behind,
the UNFORGETTABLE MEMORIES,

That will never die.
Memories are summaries that can be stored,

recollecting it never makes us bored.
It’s worth preserving and is gifted to the deserving.

Who finds happiness in whatever, life has to offer wherever.
Unwinding itself into a wonderful fairytale.

Oh! Memories of wonderful past, 
you can brighten my life till my very last.
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-Wri�en by:Diya Anna Sunil

Come Home 
Venus!

His name was Venus
Venus was on the shallow

Watching me and you
Wanting to roll over the ledge 

Whispers of his memories,
Wanting them erased

He hushed,” This isn’t myHome!”
He endured
He coveted

He held the sun,
The sun above.

His hope in my eyes,
Now buried in ground.

Ah! The feeling of pain is gone
From before and new form enters me,

Laying here waiting for you.
Venus, Come home.
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-Wri�en by:Ananthakrishnan G.
Smile, smile and then a naughty laugh! 
The mirror was decorated with her face. 
Standing on a stool, holding her mother’s 
comb, she elegantly brushed her hair. 
Dancing to the tune of the wind, she 
handsomely captured the morning scent.

Bliss.

Her oval-shaped eyes did a game of hide 
and seek with ecstasy as soon as it saw 
the sunlight filtering through the roof. 
She jumped and played with the sun for 
a while and went around the tables to get 
a final view of her house before she left.

A few meters away a couple engaged 
in their morning walk,
noticed a shabby girl coming out of a 
rusty shed with an old,
brown plastic sack on her shoulders.

Lean and Limber.

Noticing the visitors, she smiled. The 
couple gave a black look and frowned.

The wind slowly curled between the 
trees and whispered,

“Smile...smile back. Doesn’t she 
deserve that!?”

No. No one heard the undertone and 
the breeze continued its journey.
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In a ramshackle hut on the edge of the woods, a husband and wife were in despair. The 
woman had just given birth to their thirteenth child, and the growing family was 
quickly running out of food and money. The father walked into the woods to ponder 
their problem. After hours spent wandering through the trees, he encountered two 
shadowy silhouettes. The first figure appeared to be the man’s God, while the second 
resembled the Devil. Both figured to lighten the man’s burden, and act as godfather to 
his most recent child. But the man refused their offer. He wouldn’t entrust his son to 
those who passed judgment on human life. He ventured deeper into the tangled    
thicket.
Here in the darkest part of the woods, the father made out a third figure. Sunken eyes 
stared out of its gaunt face, which broke into a crooked smile. This was Death himself, 
come to offer his services as Godfather. He promised to return when the child came of 
age, to bring him happiness and prosperity. The father- knowing that all people are 
equal in the eyes of death- accepted his offer.
Years later, when the child had grown into an ambitious young man, his skeletal     
godfather came for his promised visit. In his gnarled hand he held a flask containing 
the cure for all human ailments. 

The Tale of the Doctor 
who defied 

-Wri�en by:Albin Rony
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Death had brought this flask for his 
Godson, promising to make him a   
successful doctor. But the powerful 
potion came with very strict rules. If 
his Godson encountered a sick person 
and death was hovering at the top of 
their beds, the doctor could heal them 
with just a waft of the antidote’s fumes. 
But if death lingered at the foot of the 
bed, he’d already claimed the patient as 
his own and the doctor could do     
nothing for them. 

In time, the doctor’s potent potion and 
uncanny instincts became known 
throughout the land. He grew rich and 
famous, casting off the hardships of his 
early life. When the king fell ill, he 
summoned the famous physician to 
treat him. The doctor swept into the 
palace, ready to show off his skills. But, 
when he entered the king’s chamber, he 
was dismayed to see death settled at the 
foot of the bed. The doctor desperately 
wanted the glory of saving the         
king- even if it meant deceiving his 
Godfather. And so, he swiftly spun the 
bed around and reversed death's          
position leaving the doctor free to 
administer the antidote. Death was 
livid. He warned his arrogant Godson 
that if he ever cheated Death again, he 
would pay for it with his life.
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Death and the doctor continued their 
travels. After some time, the king’s   
messengers came to collect the doctor 
yet again. The princess was gravely ill, 
and the king had promised incredible 
riches to anyone who could cure her. The 
doctor approached the princesses’   
chamber with gold in his eyes. But upon 
seeing the sleeping princess, his greed 
fell away. He was so struck by her grace, 
that he failed to notice death lurking by 
her feet. He swiftly healed the princess, 
but before she could even utter her 
thanks, death had drowned his lovesick 
Godson away.
At an instant, the palace dissolved 
around them. The doctor found himself 
in an immense cave lined with countless 
quivering candles each representing the 
duration of a life. As punishment for his 
Godson’s foolish attempt to master  
mortality, Death whittled his candle 
down to its wick. Seeing his own     
dwindling light, the doctor felt the fear 
he’d often glimpsed in his patients’ eyes. 
Desperately, he begged Death to transfer 
his dying light onto a new candle. His 
Godfather considered the request but the 
doctor’s betrayal was too great. He    
loosened his bony grip, and his Godson’s 
candle fell to the floor.
Death stood motionless. His inscrutable 
face fixed on the spurting flame- until all 
that was left of the doctor was a wisp of 
smoke. 
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Alen Babu
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Alen Babu
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Avelin Teresa
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Avelin Teresa
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Avelin Teresa
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Colin Michael
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Abhinav R Nair
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Alona Mary

Sebastian
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Ann Maria 

Jaxon
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Ann Maria Jaxon
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Aldrin Saji
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Ajay A

Bibit Sebastian
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Adhithyan R

Celestian 

Ben Mathew
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Christy Varghese Chacko
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Christy Varghese Chacko
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Christy Varghese Chacko
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Adithya M
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It was finally supposed to be the beginning of the time of our lives – we all turned 18, 
most of us learnt how to drive, some of us even moved to a new city for college, and 
experienced the joys and hardships of living in a hostel, we made a new set of friends, 
different from those we had earlier, when we became ‘adults’, at last – but, it did not 
happen that way.
Just when we were finished with high school, the notorious pandemic hit us all, some 
worse than others. It’s almost two years since its onset, and we seem to have adjusted 
to a new ‘normal’, or what we consider to life at the moment. 
Sure, we think we’re be doing alright with ourselves, having continued with classes, 
albeit a few months later, but is it what we all have envisioned as actual college life? 
The answer in short – no.
The daily online classes, staring at a computer screen for hours on end, trying to     
understand the subjects, while we try to beat the constant boredom and lack of   
physical and social interaction. The burnout from all of the classes, assignments, 
exams, the immense workload, while we constantly battle the growing fear that the 
pandemic may never end. It can be truly exhausting, going through these cycles, 
again and again.
So now, we have to somehow try to get ahead of the curve. 
The first and foremost thing we have to remember is, we are not alone in this, in fact, 
we are far from alone. Let alone four years of college, just the semester can feel 
daunting, but the fact is that many other students go through this with us, and our 
teachers and family indeed realise this.

-Wri�en by:Ankit  John Abraham
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Make sure you have some time for yourselves, 
some ‘me’ time. Keep some time reserved for 
just that, separate from the time for             
completing assignments or studying. Do what 
makes you happy then. Like your favourite 
show, or some engaging sport, doodling  
something, or maybe an engrossing book. 
Take well deserved breaks, every now and 
then. Stand up and stretch after sitting behind 
the desk all day. But most importantly? Get 
away from that computer! Maybe get out of 
your room and head outside for some fresh air 
after a day cooped up inside. Or maybe take a 
nice refreshing walk outside, that change of 
scenery and fresh air may just be what you 
need to clear your head, and alleviate some 
stress.

Of course, we must not forget about the way in which 
we all catch up with our friends, get to know them, 
and interact with them – our phones. All of use it in 
some way for various means, like social media, 
watching videos, chatting with our friends, and so on, 
and this helps to distract us, to get away from it all, if 
only momentarily. It’s a good way to take a break as 
well, break free from the grind for a bit.
The last thing we must keep in mind, is that, this is 
not the end, and this situation may very well change 
later on. As we all take our vaccines in time, take our 
tests, and not do stupid things like get out in the 
public without a mask, or not sanitize regularly, we’ll 
be fine (hopefully).
With every passing day, the likelihood of returning to 
a (semi) normal college experience grows. Hopefully, 
we will find such online classes a thing of the past, 
and get back to what we had originally envisioned.
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What is wormhole? As many of you know, wormhole is like a magical tunnel or 
doorway from one point of space time continuum to another. We also can call it an 
Einstein- Rosen bridge. Many believe it may be a solution to time travel. We all 
know what is time travel from many movies and series. There are different versions 
of it. In the recent movie Tenet, we have seen a new take on it i.e., the inversion. In 
this, both people and objects can walk back or transported back to the past through a 
turnstile. The movie was a masterpiece but many critics arose as the plot was         
confusing.Other than that, we deep dive into theory of inversion in it, our mind will 
get blown out.
In the movie, when the Protagonist asks Neil about the rules of inversion, the one 
and only rule which he give is that do not get into a physical contact with your past 
self, otherwise there will be total annihilation. How does that happen? This may be 
a simple method to take away another possibility. What if the past gets killed by the 
future? Yeah, it is similar to the grandfather paradox. It is not clearly answered in the 
movie as there are ways that the future can kill the past one without being in a    
physical contact. Or What if the future self kills his grandfather before his father is 
born! That may not be possible as the traveler also ages and the might not be able to 
be alive to walk down the post all those years wasting his time only to create a        
paradox. Is it really a paradox?

-Wri�en by:Aldrin Saji
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A grandfather paradox as you all know is formed when someone travel back to the 
past before his father was even born and kill has grandfather. But there comes the 
problem. If the grandfather is not alive, how is he born to kill his grandfather. Then 
how would be he killed? Are they in a time loop? This is mind blowing. So, can’t we 
time travel to the past?
Take two men A and B, such that B is the grandpa of A. A travel to the past and kills 
B. So, what happens in the future? Whose future? What is future actually? A        
travelled back to the past. But he is continuing in his own future. The future of A is 
in the past. But take a look at B. He is no more in future. What if A travels back and 
kills his own baby self. For the baby A, there is no future for him. But the original 
A’s future is still continuing. What does this mean? The time is relative. It varies 
according to different perspective of different people. If time is relative, that means 
grandfather paradox is nothing. It is just a blunter. Both baby A and elder A has     
different perspective for time. If both of them could physically exist in the same      
reality, both are different units, which means each point in the space-time               
continuum is different. For e.g., yesterday's Donald Trump is not today's Donald 
Trump. Be Then why did A kill his baby-self? It is of no use at all. So, is it like a 
dream if it doesn’t affect himself? No. This explains the existence of multiple          
realities or multiple timelines.
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The Avengers Endgame grossed to be the highest of all time. It explained the 
time travel in a similar way. If someone would go and kill his past self, it will lead 
to the splitting of the main timeline into two different. But in one timeline that 
man is missing as he is currently in another timeline and in the next one, the 
baby-self of himself died, but he is in that timeline. He just crossed one point 
from another point of space-time continuum. So, it is not time travel. But we can 
call it space-time jump. There is another version of time travel. The, one that we 
have seen in X Men Days of future past. In this movie the hero is sent to the past. 
But the difference is even after he is sent to the past, there is only one version of 
him. It is like he is de-aged or his mind is in his past self’s body. This also denies 
the possibility of a grandfather paradox and also the multiple branched timelines. 
But the man can only travel to a period when he was alive. And due to incidents 
that the one made in the past, the future is changed (by erasing the former 
future). In this situation, time can't be defined es relative. Is this possible? 
God knows!

Scientists are still working on these things. As explained by some, if we could 
discover or invent an ultra- light speed jet, we could travel to the future. It will 
help to move from one point of space-time continuum to another very fast.
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We need the people who build the scanners and people who scan. The people who       
discover vaccines and the people that vaccinate. The people who design the diagnostic 
tests and people who diagnose. The people who code the communication tools and the 
people who communicate. Technology and healthcare go hand in hand. The most     
helpful thing we can do as individuals is recognize where our unique skills & talents lie 
and how they fit into the bigger picture.

Presenting below, some interesting fun facts and numbers about technology in       
healthcare!

1. More than 80% of consumers said an important benefit of wearable technology is its 
potential to make healthcare more convenient.

2. Connected devices and other Internet of Things technology in hospitals can reduce 
health system repair time by 50% thanks to remote monitoring and support.

-By:Azmina Iqbal
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3. 71% of physicians have adopted an electronic health record (EHR) and 85% of adopters 
have an HER certified for meaningful use

4. 70% of patients are comfortable communicating with their healthcare providers via 
text, email or video in lieu of seeing them in person

5. As predictive analytics continue to rise, 80% of daily tasks handled by doctors, from 
blood pressure and glucose monitoring to genomics and skin temperature, will soon be 
handled exclusively by technology systems.

6. 71% of millennials would like their doctor to use a mobile app.

7. More than 65% of consumers said that data security was more important to them than 
convenient access to imaging and test results, doctors’ notes, diagnoses and prescriptions
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The incapability of the body to get rid of the excess blood sugar, a.k.a diabetes can even 
result in loss of vision if left untreated for a long while. Hence, it is not unusual for 
doctors to refer diabetic patients to ophthalmologists to check for symptoms of diabetic 
retinopathy, one of the leading causes of blindness in the U.S, caused by the                  
destruction of the retina. Although it can be easily detected by a well-trained        
opthalmologist with the required equipments, the unbalanced ratio of diabetic patients 
to the number of ophthalmologists in many countries leads to a lack of treatment and 
attention. Thanks to IDx-DR, an AI system developed by Dr.Abràmoff, anyone with 
a serious case of diabetic retinopathy could be identified within minutes from just the 
photograph of the patient’s eye with a succes rate around 87% and could correctly   
identify people who do not have the condition around 90% of the time. The                    
incapability of the body to get rid of the excess blood sugar, a.k.a diabetes can even 
result in loss of vision if left untreated for a long while.  Hence, it is not unusual for 
doctors to refer diabetic patients to ophthalmologists to check for symptoms of diabetic 
retinopathy, one of the leading causes of blindness in the U.S, caused by the                  
destruction of the retina. 

-By:Crispin Mathew

AI on a Mission -

To Save Visi   n
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Although it can be easily detected by a well-trained opthalmologist with 
the required equipments, the unbalanced ratio of diabetic patients to the 
number of ophthalmologists in many countries leads to a lack of treatment 
and attention. Thanks to IDx-DR, an AI system developed by 
Dr.Abràmoff, anyone with a serious case of diabetic retinopathy could be 
identified within minutes from just the photograph of the patient’s eye 
with a succes rate around 87% and could correctly identify people who do 
not have the condition around 90% of the time.  
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-By:Devananth H.

Brain Computer 

Interfaces

Throughout history, human societies have tried to expand the range of possibilities 
for themselves. We have strived to be faster than those who came before us, stronger 
than them and more capable overall. In the modern world however, due to the advent 
of mind-bending tech innovations, the possibilities are truly, limitless. 
Brain computer interfaces emerge as one of the latest additions to the list of              
humanity’s dreams for its future, sharing space with flying cars and trips to the      
unknown. The primary aim of this endeavour is to help people suffering from         
paralysis. A chip inserted into the brain of the patient reads of electrical signals that 
are translated by a computer to restore some movement and communication. This 
chip coupled with an exoskeleton can truly work wonders for people suffering from 
spinal cord injuries and resulting paralysis.
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Its not just a dream for the future either as in its brief history, it has 
already changed people’s lives. A brain computer interface recently 
helped a 30 year old paralyzed man move all four of his limbs via a mind 
reading exoskeleton.
 It is in such aspirations that we see the best of humanity, using our 
time and resources to help others who have not had the luxuries that we 
take for granted is one of the best things that we as a society can hope 
to achieve. I hope with all my heart that work like this continues, 
making someone’s life better each day.
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Translation of 
Brain Waves

For the first time, scientists have managed to translate into text the brain activity of 
a person with paralysis who is unable to speak. The scientists, led by the University 
of California, San Francisco (UCSF), used “deep-learning algorithms” to train   
computer models to recognize and classify words from patterns in the participant’s 
brain activity. After 48 training sessions with the new “mind-reading” technology 
over the course of 81 weeks, the patient was able to generate around 15 words per 
minute, with an error rate of 26%. The big step of the study is that they present their 
results in a patient who is actually not able to speak anymore. Before, all studies were 
conducted with volunteers who were still able to speak. The study decodes the brain 
activity in real time.Earlier Germany also used deep learning to decode brain activity 
but not in real time.

-By:Chackochan Sanjai
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‘GIG ECONOMY’- A Modern 

Style of Tackling the Pandemic

The expectations and outlook towards work is shifting—from fixed schedule, to 
flexible work hours. Similarly, vertical career progression is increasingly          
transforming into flexible and flat structures for working. This has led to the  
emergence of a workforce popularly called the “gig economy" that can support 
on-demand work both in-person or virtually. The gig economy is a labor market 
primarily made up of temporary and flexible jobs, rather than typical permanent 
jobs. The gig economy work environment is often characterized by freelance and 
contract work instead of full-time employment. The thrill of not being confined to 
a nine-to-five job, working at one’s comfort and pace and being one’s own boss 
were some of the many reasons professionals left their traditional roles to branch 
out on their own. There is an increased inclination towards freedom, skill-based 
work, flexibility, and additional income. 

The rise of the gig economy has become more popular in the current job scenario 
since, increasingly, people are opting entrepreneurship as a career option that 
allows working remotely,independently, and with flexible work dynamics     
alongside supplemental income. 

-By:Ananthakrishnan G.
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The new trend transformed the white-collar jobs while redefining the way we 
perceived professional services. However, the disruption of these roles across 
industries in the Covid-19 aftermath has potentially disrupted the employment 
landscape. Along with employees, companies are also benefiting from the gig 
economy. They are profiting from hiring freelancers and independent             
contractors. 

Having a traditional job in a traditional workplace is slowly becoming less 
common. More and more people are seizing online business opportunities 
instead. Flexibility and a better work-life balance are all reasons why so many 
working individuals are opting for this kind of business arrangement, especially 
during this pandemic time.
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Information technology (IT) is the 
application of computers and             
telecommunications equipment to 
store, retrieve, transmit and                 
manipulate data, often in the context of 
a business or other enterprise. Today 
information technology is used in wide 
range of fields and one of the upcoming 
fields is of Medical Science, which is 
known as Health Information        
Technology (HIT).
Health Information Technology 
(HIT) is an information processing 
application that includes both           
hardware and software in a computer 
and processes the storage, retrieval, 
sharing and use of medical                      
information, data and knowledge for 
communication and decision-making. 
HIT technology refers to computers 
and communication characteristics 
that can be networked to build systems 
for moving health information. Let's 
take a quick glance at the background 
of information technology in medicine. 
The worldwide use of computer      
technology in medicine began in the 
early 1950s with the advent of            
computers. In 1949, Gustav Wagner 
founded Germany's 

first organization specializing in medical 
informatics. Health information, also 
known as the health information 
system, is a field where information     
science, computer science and health 
management intersect. It concerns the 
resources, devices, and methods needed 
to optimize the acquisition, storage, 
retrieval, and use of health and               
biomedical information. Health              
information tools include computers, 
clinical guidelines, and in official       
medical terms, information                  
communication systems. It applies to 
the fields of nursing, clinical treatment, 
dentistry, pharmacies, public health, 
occupational therapy, and (bio) medical 
research. In the 1960s, college                    
departments and information education 
programs were launched in France,   
Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands. 
Medical informatics research units 
began to appear in Poland and the 
United States in the 1970s. Since then, 
high-quality medical informatics 
research, education, and infrastructure 
development have been the goals of the 
United States, the European Union, and 
many developing countries.

ROLE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

IN MEDICAL SCIENCE
-By:Christy Varghese Chacko
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It’s Role in Design of Healthcare Products 
and Services

IT has created opportunities to               
optimize linkages between domestic 
markets and imports and exports. This is 
reflected in the design of health care 
products and services. As such, the     
concept of "teremedicine" has emerged 
as the practice of using voice, video and 
data communications in medical          
consultation, diagnosis, treatment,    
nursing, medical education and the 
transmission of medical data, along with 
the broader concept of tereherus that 
includes tele. I did. Using ICT to access 
knowledge in healthcare and healthcare, 
monitoring, literature and remote          
locations. The concept of EHealth is 
slowly beginning to emerge to describe 
the use of electronic communications 
and information technology together to 
enable transmission and interaction. In 
the post-genomic era, the quest for new 
therapies based on the study of              
disease-associated genes and proteins has 
resulted in an explosion of genetic data. 
The IT support tool is essential for      
rapidly testing the majority of DNA and 
proteins. With the new requirements of 
speed, economies of scale, standards, 
simulation, and security, healthcare has 
become a science-driven, informed      
science driven by IT in global scope.

IT‘s Impact on Design of Healthcare 
Systems

Information technology provides new 
ways of working and organizing work 
locally, nationally and globally. Informa-
tion technology is an important consider-
ation in the design of public health sys-
tems in underdeveloped countries. In 
these countries, governments must simul-
taneously pursue agendas related to health 
care, development, and trade. Falling bud-
gets and rising health care costs have also 
encouraged these innovations in devel-
oped countries. This significantly increas-
es the business potential. Medical costs in 
OECD countries have risen to more than 
10% of GDP, and may reach 15% in the 
next ten years. High-cost medical proce-
dures, longevity, population aging and 
expensive drugs are patients, national 
public health systems and health mainte-
nance Organizations seek to provide 
cross-border supplies with a more favor-
able price/quality ratio. Doctors, chem-
ists, pharmaceutical companies, compa-
nies that provide medical technology ser-
vices, and medical education institutions 
are also formulating new profit-sharing 
agreements. Institutions in developing 
countries are quickly seeking to establish 
connections with reputable medical 
schools and hospitals in order to be able to 
provide super specialization and enhance 
their image.
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The impact of health information technology on patient safety

Safety for the patients is a subset of health care and the avoidance, prevention and 
improvement of negative results or injuries of supply processes are defined. In 1999 
"is a person," the Institute for Report (IOM) of the Institute of Medicine (IOM) 
calls for the development and testing of new technologies for medical errors and 
reports in the next 2001 "overcoming quality chasm" to use information to reduce call 
Technology First step in transformation and the environment change health care to 
gain better and secure care.
Health information technology includes various technologies from a simple chart 
stretching to support and integrate advanced decisions with medical technology. 
Health Information Technology offers many opportunities for improvement and 
convert health care; Reduction of human mistakes, improving clinical results,           
facilitate a combination of care, improve practice efficiency and track data about 
time. Since the original report IOM was published, there was a rapid development 
and application of technology health information with different degrees of health 
information technology impact on the safety of patients.
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anti aliasing
-By:Ashwin Saji

When you look at a computer monitor, the images that you see are actually composed of pixels 
or tiny squares. As the resolution of your monitor decreases these images tend to get more    
pixelated or blocky. In computer graphics, due to the low resolution of the image, a stair-step 
like effect may arise on areas of the image that should be smooth straight lines or curves. This 

is called aliasing.

One way of combating this is by increasing screen resolution to a point where the stair step 
effect is eliminated (resolutions greater than 7680x4320 or 8K), but in real life this is very 
computationally demanding and often not possible. Hence, we come to other stair-step       
eliminating techniques called anti-aliasing. The teapot shown below, from the university of 

Utah was a famous first example of antialiasing applied to images.
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SSAA OFF SSAA 4X ON

Anti-aliasing is mainly divided into two categories
1.Spatial anti-aliasing
2.Post-process anti-aliasing

1.Spatial anti-aliasing

In this method, an image at lower resolution full of jaggies, is first rendered at a higher         
resolution, then colour samples of the excess pixels are taken. The image is then shrunk down 
to the original resolution with each pixel receiving a new colour that is averaged from the 
sample pixels.

Some commonly used spatial anti-aliasing techniques are:
a) Supersampling anti-aliasing (SSAA)
b) Multisampling anti-aliasing (MSAA)

a) Supersampling anti-aliasing (SSAA)
Supersampling was one of the first anti-aliasing methods that was developed. It utilises the 
process described above. SSAA is great for processing images that are photorealistic because 
it gives realistic images a softer look that makes them appear more lifelike. But there’s a 
couple of downsides.

Firstly, images that feature lots of horizontal or vertical lines may be negatively affected. 
These lines are sharp by nature, but they’ll appear soft when SSAA is used.
Secondly, it is very computationally demanding.
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MSAA OFF MSAA 8X ON

b) Multisampling anti-aliasing (MSAA)

When a GPU is rendering an image on your display, it makes a distinction between two 
different objects: a polygon and a texture.

• First, the GPU draws the polygon
• Then, the GPU fills in the polygon with a texture

In multisampling anti-aliasing (MSAA), only the edges of the polygons are smoothed  out 
- MSAA does not smooth out the textures. This cuts down on processing power a little bit.
MSAA is a popular anti-aliasing method among PC gamers. It’s effective, but you might 
still get pixelated textures.

2.Post-process anti-aliasing

In post-process anti-aliasing, each pixel is slightly blurred after it’s rendered. 
Blurring is an effective method because it eliminates the stark contrast between awkwardly 
aligned pixels that are causing jaggies. The downside to the post-process method is that it 
might make your images appear too soft. But what’s great about post-process anti-aliasing is 
that it’s very fast and requires much less processing power than the spatial method.

There are various post-process anti-aliasing methods being used. A few of them are:
a) Fast Approximate anti-aliasing (FXAA)
b) Subpixel morphological anti-aliasing (SMAA)
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FXAA OFF FXAA ON

a) Fast Approximate anti-aliasing (FXAA)

It is a screen space anti-aliasing algorithm technique developed by Timothy Lottes at Nvidia. 
It is also referred to as fast sample anti-aliasing (FSAA). The main advantage of this        
technique over conventional spatial anti-aliasing is that it does not require large amounts of 
computing power.
 It achieves this by smoothing undesirable jagged edges as pixels, according to how they appear 
on-screen, rather than analysing the 3D model itself, as in spatial anti-aliasing. Since it is not 
based on the actual geometry, it will smooth not only edges between triangles, but also edges 
inside alpha-blended textures, or those resulting from pixel shader effects, which are immune 
to the effects of MSAA.

The main drawbacks are high contrast texture maps are blurred, HUD elements may also be 
blurred ,and polygonal details smaller than one pixel that would have been captured and      
rendered by MSAA and SSAA will not be captured and rendered by FXAA alone.

b) Subpixel morphological anti-aliasing (SMAA)
This post-process method was developed by Jorge Jimenez, a student at the Universidad de 
Zaragoza. SMAA combines both spatial anti-aliasing and post-process anti-aliasing. It 
smooths pixels using the same blurring method that FXAA uses, but it also uses                       
supersampling to sharpen the entire image. When you run SMAA, you can get image quality 
that’s equivalent to or better than FXAA, but with even less required computing power. 
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SMAA OFF SMAA ON

So which anti-aliasing technique should you choose?

Depending on the capabilities of your hardware, you can choose the anti-aliasing method that 
best suits it.

For low end systems
• With integrated graphics or discrete gpu with less than 2gb vram
• With 2-4 cpu cores
• 8gb ram or less
The recommended anti-aliasing solution is FXAA or SMAA

For mid spec systems
• With mid tier discrete gpu having 4gb vram or less
• Between 4-8 cpu cores
• 8gb ram or more
The recommended anti-aliasing method is MSAA, SMAA or TAA

For high end systems
• With high end discrete gpu having more than 4gb vram
• 8 or more cpu cores
• 8gb ram or more
The recommended anti-aliasing solution is MSAA or SSAA
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first organization specializing in medical 
informatics. Health information, also 
known as the health information 
system, is a field where information     
science, computer science and health 
management intersect. It concerns the 
resources, devices, and methods needed 
to optimize the acquisition, storage, 
retrieval, and use of health and               
biomedical information. Health              
information tools include computers, 
clinical guidelines, and in official       
medical terms, information                  
communication systems. It applies to 
the fields of nursing, clinical treatment, 
dentistry, pharmacies, public health, 
occupational therapy, and (bio) medical 
research. In the 1960s, college                    
departments and information education 
programs were launched in France,   
Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands. 
Medical informatics research units 
began to appear in Poland and the 
United States in the 1970s. Since then, 
high-quality medical informatics 
research, education, and infrastructure 
development have been the goals of the 
United States, the European Union, and 
many developing countries.

Our modern lives have changed dramati-
cally as a result of the introduction of 
modern technologies. Technology is an 
integral component of our life and one of 
the most important aspects of humanity's 
survival in a fast-paced environment. 
Our day-to-day work environment is 
also technologically driven. People no 
longer do their work with a pen and 
paper. Going to the gym helps us       
maintain our health.The gym has          
machines that can help us lose weight 
and stay in shape. We can store a lot of 
data on a small device and access it  
whenever we want. Automobiles have 
also improved as a result of technological 
advancements.

Today's healthcare industry is not the 
same as it was five years ago. This is 
largely due to technological                        
advancements and the constant                 
introduction of new and inventive digital 
solutions.There have been numerous 
innovations in data gathering, therapies, 
research, and medical devices such as 
hearing aids, all of which have had a     
significant impact on the medical world.

Medical progress has produced many 
marvels, such as the separation of bodily 
connected twins, which was previously 
thought to be impossible.People with 
amputated body parts were forced to live 
a handicapped life however with the help 
of a replacement part, they now have a 
second life.People born with diseases or 
disabilities such as blindness, deafness, 
or other bodily defects can now be 
healed.

Technological advancements in the 
health-care industry include the              
invention of specific drugs, the                
development of information technology, 
biotechnology, and development        
techniques. Technology is continuously 
striving to contribute to the                       
development of medical tools and    
equipment, as well as to preserve          
people's health and increase their        
standard of care.As a result, several 
inventions, such as detectors and       
magnetic resonance imaging, as well as 
industrial devices with an automated 
system, have grown larger, more useful, 
more sophisticated in the installation.

technology in the field of 
medicine

-By:Aadhila Rahman
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Many diseases can now be detected and 
treated because of advanced medical 
technologies. Furthermore, they have 
made it possible to complete some types 
of treatment at home, resulting in a 
shorter stay in hospitals and hence a 
lower treatment cost.
As a result, the medical sector is proving 
amazing every day and bringing forth 
refined improvement at all 
times.Among the most important are 
robotic surgeries, which are performed 
on a regular basis in an increasing 
number of centres. In order to increase 
the accuracy of procedures, doctors are 
increasingly employing robotic technol-
ogy in complex surgeries.

Technological Advancements in        
Medical Field in Recent Years

1. SMART INHALERS

Inhalers are the most common treatment 
for asthma, and they are helpful for 90% 
of patients when used correctly. In        
reality, only about half of patients have 
their disease under control, and as many 
as 94 percent do not take inhalers            
appropriately.A smart inhaler is one that 
connects to a smartphone app, for          
example, via Bluetooth. Sensor            
technology is included into these            
devices, allowing them to collect data 
such as the time and date of use, 

as well as the patient's location at each 
use. Patients will be reminded to use their 
inhalers at the appropriate times, and they 
will be alerted if they forget to bring their 
devices with them.

2. 3D PRINTING

Bones and even internal organs can now 
be replicated using 3D printing              
technology. These man-made organs and 
bones can subsequently be implanted into 
the patient's body to replace sick or         
defective parts.
A surgeon can take a closer look at the 
problem and simulate a range of solutions 
or probable procedures before performing 
the actual surgery on the patient using a 
3D model.Instead of having to go out and 
get a new prosthetic hand fitted every 
year, it is now possible to custom print 
prosthetic hands for a youngster who 
needs changing models as they develop. 
Furthermore, with the rapid                        
advancements in the 3D printing           
business, the costs associated with this 
technology are decreasing every day.

3. TELEHEALTH

Telehealth refers to the use of digital 
information and communication          
technology, such as computers and mobile 
devices, to access and manage health care 
services remotely.
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4. ROBOTIC SURGERY

Robotic surgery, also known as robot-  
assisted surgery, enables surgeons to 
conduct a wide range of complex          
procedures with greater precision,      
flexibility, and control than is feasible 
with traditional methods.A camera arm 
and mechanical arms with surgical 
instruments are included in the most 
extensively used clinical robotic surgical 
system. While seated at a computer    
station near the operating table, the    
surgeon controls the arms. The console 
provides the surgeon with a magnified, 
high-definition 3-D picture of the          
operative site. Other team members that 
assist throughout the procedure are led 
by the surgeon.

5. CRISPR

CRISPR stands for Clustered Regularly 
Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats 
and is the most advanced gene-editing 
technique available today.It enables     
scientists to readily change DNA 
sequences and gene function. Correcting 
genetic abnormalities, curing and       
controlling the spread of diseases, and 
boosting crops are just a few of its many 
potential applications. Its promise, 
though, presents ethical difficulties.

CONCLUSION

The way medical experiments are          
conducted has changed dramatically as a 
result of technological advancements. 
Using today's smart apps, it is now able to 
monitor one's own health. You can keep 
track of your calories, sleep patterns, heart 
rate, and even consult with a doctor       
virtually.Today's treatments are better 
and more accessible than at any other 
time in history. This is primarily owing 
to technical advancements.These same 
innovations have made it possible to 
explore and research other even better 
avenues of treatment, so the healthcare 
industry is making strides towards even 
better effectiveness every day.
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Media Links

Instagram:
For music and dance videos, scan the QR codes below. 

Youtube:
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